We can apply Theorem 2.1 using the following obvious lemma to give a short proof (Proposition 2.3 below) of Weichsel's Theorem 1 [23] :
2.2 LEMMA. Suppose x, y 6 V(Gi A G2). // there is a path of length U from pi% to pij in G t (i = 1, 2) such that h -l 2 is even, then there is a path from x to y in G± A G 2 .
PROPOSITION. The Kronecker product Gi A G 2 of two connected graphs is disconnected if and only if both are bipartite.
Proof. Let V\V 2 , W\W 2 be vertices of G\ A G 2 . If Gi is not bipartite then there exists both even and odd paths between V\ and W\ in G\.
Given a path from v 2 to w 2 in G2, we therefore choose a path of the same 'parity' in Gi, and then apply Lemma 2.2 to produce a path from ViV 2 to WiW 2 , as required.
Conversely, if both G\ and G2 are bipartite, we can apply Theorem 2.1 to the complete bipartite graphs K mjU and K PtQ , say, of which Gi, G2 are spanning subgraphs. Gi A G2 is clearly a spanning subgraph of K mt7l A K PtQ and so must be disconnected.
Local joins.
Graphs indexed by a graph X were introduced by Sabidussi [15] and called X-joins. This concept (especially its particular case, the 'lexicographic product' of graphs) has subsequently received much attention, (see for example [4; 12; 15; 18 and 19] ).
Some of our results on local joins in this and the following sections were announced in [7] .
With a view to studying the functorial properties of local joins in § 4, we begin as follows.
By a projection p : G -> X of a graph G onto a graph X is meant a map sending vertices to vertices, such that (i) if p(v) = p(w), then p([v, w]) is the vertex p{v) ; and (ii) if p(v) 7 e p(w), then p([v, w]) is the edge [p(v) t p(w)]. Thus a projection is a simplicial map (not necessarily a morphism in &raph). The preimage p~l(x) of a vertex x G V(X) is called the fibre over x.
A projection p : G -> X is called a local join if (i) for each vertex x in X, the fibre over x is an induced subgraph of G; and (ii) if [x, y] is an edge of X, then p~l{[x, y\) consists of edges between each vertex of p~l(x) and each vertex of p~1(y).
Note. It is implicit in the definition of projection that if x and y are not joined by an edge in X, then there can be no edges between p~l(x) and p~~l(y).
Recall that a graph G is called a join, G\ * G 2 if each vertex of Gi is joined to each vertex of G2. There is then an obvious projection p : G -> K 2 with p{Gi) = v it (i = 1, 2), and p sending each 'joining edge' to the edge [vi, v 2 
].
A local join occurs whenever a graph projection has this property over each edge of X.
Some basic w-ary operations on graphs, viz. disjoint union JJ and (n-fold) join * (some call it sum; see, for example, [20] ) can be coordinated as both are examples of local joins:
1. There is a natural projection ]JfLi G t -^K m which is a local join with the connected components G t as fibres.
2. There is a natural projection * n i= i H t -> K n which is a local join with the H t as fibres. In particular, the complete n-partite graph K riiT2tm .. trn has a natural structure as an n-îo\d join, with discrete fibres, projecting to K n .
The lexicographic product {composition graph) G[H]
, a binary operation on graphs (see Sabidussi [15] 
(ii) Compose £ with Xi * X 2 -> i£ 2 in 2.3.
3.3 COROLLARY. In the special case of composition graphs we have In particular, denoting a complete regular r-partite graph by K rM we relate Kronecker product to lexicographic product by
These are particular cases of a more general relationship between Kronecker product and local joins: 3.8 THEOREM. Given local joins p t : Gi-^Xi with fibre over x tj equal to F tj (i = 1,2), the local join L over X\ A X 2 whose fibre over XijX 2 '] in Xf indicates the presence of all joining lines between F tj and F tj ' in Gi (i = 1, 2). In L these multiply to give (all) joining lines between Fij A F 2k and Fij' A F 2j > (and between F Xj A F 2j > and F\y A F 2k ) as occur in Gi A G 2 .
jc is Fij
Sketch of proof of Theorem 3.6. This induced subgraph is the whole of Gi A G 2 if both Gi and G 2 have discrete fibres, for then, these are the only edges L has. Thus Theorem 3.6 follows easily.
Functorial properties.
The fact that the Kronecker product is the product in the category ^raph has some interesting consequences. The basic property is that if (G, H) denotes the set of all morphisms from G to H, then there is a natural bijection:
[It is easily verified that the Kronecker product does have this property and that other 'graph-products' do not.]
The
shows that for many problems it suffices to consider connected factors G t . Morphisms fi
(Since A is an associative binary operation, such constructions have an obvious n-ary analogue.)
Fixing the graph G 2 here we obtain a unary operation:
and this gives:
It is easily seen that this construction respects identity maps and composites.
The [Notation. Here g Ç G denotes g G V(G) \J E(G), i.e. g is either a vertex or an edge.]
The set of vertices and edges defined are joined in the obvious way, i.e.
G a has an induced projection onto F, given by p a : (3/, g) *-> 3/. When the projection p is a morphism, so is the induced projection p a , and this construction is simply the 'pullback 1 in the category &raph. The projection
is a morphism in any case.
In the case where pi : G\ A G2 -» Gi is a Kronecker product projection, it is easily shown that the graph induced by a : Y -» Gi from pi : Gi A G2 -> G\ is isomorphic to the Kronecker product F A G2 (with its projection to F).
Note in particular that if a : F -» Gi is a subgraph-inclusion, then a induces F A G2 which is isomorphic to the subgraph a(Y) A G 2 of Gi A G2.
Taking F = Gi and a an automorphism of Gi, we obtain an automorphism à : Gi A G 2 -> Gi A G 2 given by ^2 • -> a(z/i)fl 2 , flf € V{G t ).
At this stage, we introduce an alternative notation, * X (G X ) denoting the local join p : G -> X where the G x are the fibres, indexed by vertices of a graph X. (1) Ua t : LI Gi-tUHt,
(ii) *oii : * Gi-» *jr7 f .
Proof. Take X as J? n in (i) and as K n in (ii). 
THEOREM. * X is a covariant functor of n variables (\V(X)\ = n),
* x : &raph -> ^raph. i.e. (i) * x (l x • G x -» G z )
PROPOSITION, (i) A morphism a : Y --> X induces from the map f : G -> G f of local joins, a map f a ; G a -> Ga' of local joins, defined by f a : (y, g) ^-> (y,f(g)).
(ii) There is a covariant functor a* : «if x ->=if y, defined by G i -> G a , / *-»/ a .
Proof, (i) Let p a ' G a -> Y, p a ' : G à -> Fbe the local joins induced by a from p : G-+X, p' \ G' -+X respectively. Then p a (y, g) = y by definition and A*(:V, /(g)) = y, since a(g) = p(g) = (Pf)(g) = p(/(g)).
Hence 
A«/-(y,£) = h a (yj(g)) = (y.hfig)) = (hf) a (y, g).
Therefore, h a f a = (hf) a and a*h.a*f = a*(hf); also (a*l)(y, g) = l(y, g), by definition of a*.
THEOREM. Tfe correspondence L: gives a contravariant functor L : &raph -+£fet where L a : L x -^ L Y is the setfunction given by L a (p : G -> X) = (p a : G a -> Y).
Proof, (i) In the case a = l x : X -> X, we get L lx (p) = p.
(p a ) = (A*)*' = /w = £««'(/>).
Planarity of Kronecker products.
In this section we show that if a graph is decomposable as a Kronecker product, this helps in deciding whether the graph is planar. First we deal with circuit-graphs C k (k > 2).
LEMMA. The Kronecker product of any two circuits is non-planar.
Proof. In order to utilise the pullback construction of § 4, we observe that there is a morphism / : C n -» C 3 In order to obtain our main characterisation theorem (5.3) for planarity of Kronecker products, we need other sufficient conditions for non-planarity. These two lemmas enable us to characterise planar Kronecker products. For convenience, graphs with less than five vertices are dealt with separately in 5.4. By a 1-contraction of G we mean the removal from G of each vertex of degree 1 (and its incident edge).
LEMMA. The Kronecker product G\

THEOREM. Let G\ and G 2 be connected graphs with more than jour vertices. Then G\ A G 2 is planar if and only if either (i) one of the graphs is a path and the other one is 1-contractible to a path or a circuit, or
(ii) one of them is a circuit and the other is 1-contr actible to a path.
Proof. Let G\ A G 2 be planar. By 5.2(i), not both the graphs contain ifi >3 as a subgraph. It follows that at least one of them, say G\, is a path or a circuit. If G\ is a path, then P 5 C G\ and so G 2 cannot contain any of the graphs X\, X 2 , Xz in 5.2. Therefore G 2 is either a path or a circuit or 1-contractible to a path or a circuit. If Gi is a circuit then Gi cannot contain a circuit [for Lemma 5.1 would contradict planarity] or the graph X\, so G2 is either a path or is 1-contractible to a path, and the necessity is complete.
Sufficiency is easily established. We shall just give the following diagrams of three typical cases of conditions (i) and (ii). Planarity of all such cases is self-evident.
Clearly the conditions (i), (ii) in 5.3 are sufficient for planarity of all graphs. However for graphs with less than five vertices, the conditions are not in general necessary. We can supplement Theorem 5.3 by considering the cases where (at least) one of the graphs has less than five vertices. Results can be summarised as follows:
PROPOSITION, (i) Each of the graphs K± A G and i£ 4 /i A G is planar if and only if G is K2. [-K4/1 denotes the graph \^^\.] (ii) /*\ * A Gis planar if and only if Gis a path. (iii) i£i j3 A G is planar if and only if Gis a path or a circuit. (iv) CA A Gis planar if and only if Gis a tree. (v) C 3 A G is planar if and only if G is a path or 1-contractible to a path.
Proof. Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 are applied with similar arguments to those used in the proof of 5.3. This matrix is row-regular of degree n, i.e. all row-sums are equal to n, and this enables us to generalise to arbitrary graphs some matrix-properties of regular graphs (see [21] ). In particular, we can generalise to arbitrary graphs a theorem of Finck and Grohmann [8, Satz 3] for regular graphs, characterising decomposability of graphs with respect to the join operation *. It is an unsolved problem to characterise graphs G by the rank of G ; it appears that the rank of M{G) is more relevant.
THEOREM, (i) The following propositions are equivalent: (a) M(G) has rank n -k, (b) G is a (k + I)-fold join, (c) n has multiplicity k + 1 in the spectrum SM(G) of M(G). (ii) G is ^-indecomposable if and only if 0 £ SM(G).
The matrix M(G) can be interpreted as the adjacency matrix of a graph pG obtained from G by the adjoining of n -d t loops at each vertex of degree d t . Since /c(pG) = K(G), we can find the complexity of any graph using the following generalisation of 6.1 (see [20] ):
Similarly 6.1 holds for any row-regular graph of degree d (i.e. whose adjacency matrix has all row-sums equal to d).
With a view to computing complexities of local joins and Kronecker products, we first consider their eigenvalues. Let p : G --> X be a local join, where X is a (labelled) graph with V{X) = {xi, . . . , x n ) and adjacency matrix X = [Xij\. Suppose the fibre G t = p~lx t has m t vertices, adjacency matrix G u and spectrum S(Gi) = {/x/|j = 1, . . . , m t \. 
i=l j=2
Finally we compute the complexity of any Kronecker product of regular graphs. Since the adjacency matrix of a Kronecker product is the tensor product of the adjacency matrices of the graphs involved, we have a well-known result: 
